The vegetable purifiers work on the ozone disinfection technique to oxidize all bacteria, pesticides, and pathogens that may be present on the surface of the vegetables and fruits. This process does no harm to the vegetables and fruits and is 100% safe.

The vegetable purifier takes no more than 5 to 45 minutes (depending upon your quantity and the capacity of the vegetable purifier) to purify the vegetables and fruits. It is a quick and time-efficient process.

As these vegetable purifiers effectively remove every single containment from the food, the vegetables and fruits that have been ozonized by the vegetable purifiers remain fresh for a longer period of time.

The water used during the vegetable purification process also gets detoxified and can be used to take bath. This ozonized water is also suitable for athletes as it helps control and prevents ringworms of nails.

Vegetable purifiers are simple kitchen appliances and there is no part that may require replacement or frequent service. Thus, all vegetable purifiers are zero maintenance products.